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GENITIVE:

The genitive network:

A SOURCE

A SOURCE

A WHOLE

A REFERENCE
A GOAL

Prologue
LetÕs start by looking at an example:
*PÞedseda KomunistickŽ strany ‰ e c h a Moravy Miroslav Greben’‹ek Þekl, ìe se
komunistŽ nevzd‡vaj’ pÞedstavy o vstupu do vl‡dy.
[President-NOM Communist Party-GEN Bohemia-GEN and Moravia-GEN Miroslav
Greben’‹ek-NOM said, that self-ACC communists-NOM not-give-up idea-GEN about
entry-LOC to government-GEN.]
The president of the Communist Party of Bohemia and Moravia Miroslav Greben’‹ek
said that the communists are not giving up on the idea of getting into the government.
Here we see five uses of the genitive case in a single sentence, one that is not even particularly
long or unusual. Communism these days is probably more like sand in your bathing suit Ñ itÕs
hard to get rid of it entirely, but itÕs not really a threat either. The genitive case, however, is quite
pervasive and cannot be ignored. Here are some of its characteristics:1
· The genitive is the most used case in Czech. The likelihood of finding sentences with
five uses of any other case is considerably smaller.
· The genitive is used with over sixty prepositions (about two dozen simple
prepositions and about 50 complex ones), vastly more than all the other cases combined.
· The genitive is the only case that forms chains of consecutive uses, as in our example
above: PÞedseda KomunistickŽ strany ‰ech a Moravy [President-NOM Communist
Party-GEN Bohemia-GEN and Moravia-GEN] ÔThe president of the Communist
Party of Bohemia and MoraviaÕ
· The genitive is probably the most complex case in Czech, and the basic idea of the
gentive is perhaps the hardest to grasp.
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The genitive case is the most frequent case, has the most prepositions, forms chains of words, and has the most
complex meaning.
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These might look like formidable hurdles, but our strategy is to tackle the last item on the list, the
meaning of the genitive. After that, all the other ÒproblemsÓ will become opportunities for easy
success.
The uses of the genitive will be described in terms of four categories: GENITIVE: A SOURCE,
2
GENITIVE:: A GOAL, GENITIVE:: A WHOLE, and GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE.
The four labels used
here hint at both what the basic meaning of the genitive is and why it is so hard to make sense of
it. The genitive is by nature an elusive beast, a sort of Òback-seat driverÓ that is always handing
off the responsibility of focusing attention to something else.3 When we say that something
comes from a source, we generally arenÕt as interested in the source as we are in the something
that comes from it. The same goes for goals; while a goal is important, what we really care about
is the person or thing that is headed for it. In the GENITIVE:: A WHOLE use, there is always another
item that plays the role of the ÒpartÓ, and of course when we are talking about something that is
part of a whole, we are focusing our attention on the part more than on the whole. A reference
point is something that we use to locate something else, and in its GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE use,
the genitive serves as a mental address for other things. Rather than turning focus to the item it
marks, the genitive deflects our focus away from it. It is this habit of retreating into the
background that makes the genitive so hard to pin down. Passing the buck, by the way, also
makes the chaining of genitives possible, allowing focus to bounce from one item to the next.
Looking at the labels, however, it is at first hard to understand what they have in common.
After all, a source and a goal seem to be opposites, and both involve movement, whereas whole
and reference do not. If we compare the diagrams of the four uses, we see that the GENITIVE:: A
GOAL is really the same as the GENITIVE: A SOURCE, just run in reverse, and furthermore the
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE and GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE are simply the two endpoints of GENITIVE: A
4
SOURCE. More abstractly, we could say that all of the diagrams support the following definition:
The genitive is a backgrounded item (big circle) that yields focus of attention to something
else (small circle) which exists or maneuvers in its proximity.
In order to make sense of this definition we will have to examine the many faces of the
genitive in action.

GENITIVE:: A SOURCE 1 Ñ Z, s ÔfromÕ

G

The GENITIVE: A SOURCE meaning is always triggered by a preposition or word indicating
removal or withdrawal from the genitive item. The preposition z ÔfromÕ is the most versatile, and
is used to express departure from most physical (and metaphorical) locations, including all
locations that are expressed with both v + LOC ÔinÕ and na + LOC Ôon, atÕ when an item is at
2

An overview of the genitive case.
The genitive case diverts attention to another item.
4
An abstract definition of the genitive.
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rest. Here are some examples of the use of z to indicate a container or location from which
something is removed:5
Ona nen’ z Prahy.
[She-NOM not-is from Prague-GEN.]
She is not from Prague.
Väe mi zmizelo z mozku.
[Everything-NOM me-DAT disappeared from brain-GEN.]
Everything disappeared from my brain.
Z mikrosvžta vesni‹ek se vydali do svžta velkùch hvžzd.
[From microcosmos-GEN villages-GEN SELF-ACC set-out to world-GEN big starsGEN.]
From the village microcosmos they set out for the world of the big stars.
In these three examples, the city of Prague, the speakerÕs brain, and the microcosmos of village
life serve as containers from which various items (ÔsheÕ, ÔeverythingÕ, and ÔtheyÕ) emerge.
Z can also be used metaphorically to describe the sources of phenomena in the absence of
physical movement through space.6
Z jakŽho prostÞed’ v‡ä otec poch‡z’?
[From what background-GEN your father-NOM comes?]
What kind of background does your father come from?
Svžt zn‡ V‡clava Havla z d‡lky.
[World-NOM knows V‡clav Havel-ACC from distance-GEN.]
The world knows V‡clav Havel from a distance.
PÞedt’m jsem toho herce znal jenom z blbejch filmó. (CCz)
[Previously AUX that actor-ACC knew only from stupid movies-GEN.]
I previously knew that actor only from stupid movies.
Although none of these examples involves real movement from a source, they are understood as
metaphorical parallels to movement, and note that this is just as true of English as it is of Czech,
because all of these examples can be translated with English ÔfromÕ.
Just as in English we can say that we make things from various raw materials, in Czech we
can use z to refer to this process of creation, although sometimes Czechs will use z even when we
wouldnÕt say from, as in hrad z p’sku [castle-NOM from sand-GEN] which is simply Ôa sand
castleÕ. Here are a couple of examples:7
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z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE ÔfromÕ in the domain of space.
z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE ÔfromÕ in metaphorical domains.
7
z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate what an item is made from.
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V USA se uì tehdy kontaktn’ ‹o‹ky džlaly, ale pouze z tvrdùch l‡tek na b‡zi plexiskla.
[In USA-LOC SELF-ACC already then contact lenses-NOM made, but only from hard
substances-GEN on basis-LOC plexiglas-GEN.]
At that time in the USA contact lenses were already being made, but only from hard
substances on the basis of plexiglass.
Potah vžj’Þe se obvykle vyr‡bžl z kuÞec’ kóìe, hedv‡b’ nebo pap’ru a ìebra z rohoviny,
slonoviny, kosti nebo dÞeva.
[Cover-NOM fan-GEN self-ACC usually made chicken skin-GEN, silk-GEN or paperGEN and ribs-NOM from horn-GEN, ivory-GEN, bone-GEN or wood-GEN.]
The cover of a fan was usually made from chicken skin, silk, or paper, and the ribs were
made from horn, ivory, bone, or wood.
Time is a domain that we all have to deal with, but because we have no direct experience of
time (only of its effects on us and our surroundings), most human beings understand time in
terms of space.8 This use of space as a source for understanding time is very evident in Czech,
and we will see many examples of this throughout the case system. Czech z ÔfromÕ can identify a
period of time in the past that is the source of knowledge or experience, usually z ml‡d’
Ôfrom/since oneÕs youthÕ or z džtstv’ Ôfrom/since childhoodÕ, as in this example:
Jej’ kamar‡dka z džtstv’ ji takŽ opustila.
[Her friend-NOM from childhood-GEN her-ACC also abandoned.]
Her childhood friend also abandoned her.
A group can serve as a container or source from which one or more items are picked out, and
z is often used to express selection from a group, most frequently in the phrase jeden z Ôone ofÕ,
although other words are associated with this meaning as well.9 Here are a few examples:
Syn V‡clava Klause se stal Þeditelem jednoho z nejœspžänžjä’ch ‹eskùch soukromùch
gymn‡zi’.
[Son-NOM V‡clav Klaus-GEN SELF-ACC became director-INST one-GEN of mostsuccessful Czech private high-schools-GEN.]
V‡clav KlausÕ son became the director of one of the most successful Czech private
high schools.
Marie Pechov‡ bùvala jednou z nejbliìä’ch kamar‡dek Lucie B’lŽ.
[Marie Pechov‡-NOM was one-INST of closest friends-GEN Lucie B’l‡-GEN.]
Marie Pechov‡ used to be one of Lucie B’l‡Õs closest friends.
M‡lokdo z lŽkaÞó naäi radu poslechl.
[Few-NOM of doctors-GEN our advice-ACC listened.]
Few of the doctors listened to our advice.
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z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE ÔfromÕ in the domain of time.
z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE to indicate selection of something from a group.
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Nikdo z Þidi‹ó, kteÞ’ pÞed pÞechodem zastavili, mu nepÞiäel na pomoc.
[No-one-NOM of drivers-GEN, who-NOM before crosswalk-INST stopped, him-DAT
not-came to help-ACC.]
None of the drivers who stopped at the crosswalk came to help him.
Here the sources are the following groups of items: the most successful Czech private high
schools, Lucie B’l‡Õs closest friends, doctors, and drivers at the crosswalk. From among those
groups we mentally extract one, few, or no members, and we treat this mental exercise as if the
items involved were actually leaving their groups, though of course they arenÕt.
In the next two sentences we see another kind of metaphorical use of z, in which ideas serve
as sources inspiring the work of institutes and the behaviors of politicians.10
òstavy vych‡zej’ z hodnot, mor‡lky a ide‡ló, kterŽ si spole‹nost osvojila.
[Institutes come from values-GEN, morals-GEN and ideals-GEN, which-ACC selfDAT society-NOM adopted.]
Institutes are based on the values, morals, and ideals that society has adopted.
Jejich postup vych‡z’ z neomezenŽho sebevždom’, kterŽ z’skali, kdyì byli zvoleni.
[Their attitude-NOM comes from unlimited self-confidence-GEN, which-ACC
acquired, when were elected-NOM.]
Their attitude results from the unlimited self-confidence they acquired when they were
elected.
A related idiomatic use of z is the expression ze väech sil [from all strengths-GEN] Ôwith all
oneÕs mightÕ, as in:
KÞi‹el ze väech sil, ale hudba byla tak hlu‹n‡, ìe ho stejnž nikdo neslyäel.
[Shouted from all strengths-GEN, but music-NOM was so loud-NOM, that him-ACC
still no-one-NOM not-heard.]
He shouted with all his might, but the music was so loud that no one heard him anyway.
Lectures, courses and examinations are based upon a given subject matter, and this relationship
is also expressed using z, as in:
Lze tžìko porovn‡vat maturitn’ zkouäku z matematiky se zkouäkou tÞeba z designu.
[Possible hard compare graduation test-ACC from mathematics-GEN with test-INST
for-instance from design-GEN.]
ItÕs hard to compare a graduation test on mathematics with a test on design, for instance.
Taking this sort of logic one step further, we can understand a source also as a cause, as
something that motivates movement to a consequence. In English we can sometimes say things
like They did it out of concern for our safety; in the following Czech example we see z used to
express causation in this fashion:
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z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE to indicate inspirations, sources of knowledge, and causes.
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Z bezpe‹nostn’ch dóvodó ve VelkŽ sportovn’ hale sekt bude pod‡v‡n v plastovùch
lahv’ch.
[From security reasons-GEN in Great Sports Hall-LOC wine-cooler-NOM will-be
served-NOM in plastic bottles-LOC.]
For security reasons, wine cooler will be served in plastic bottles in the Great Sports
Hall.
It is common for people to understand states of being as locations that people and other items
move to and from.11 In English, for example, we can say that Sally has gone from being a lowly
factory worker to CEO of the company. Czech often uses z with the verb st‡t se ÔbecomeÕ to
describe transformations. As these examples show,this meaning of z also continues the logic of
the examples we saw above concerning making items out of raw materials, but here the raw
materials are people:
Z taxik‡Þe se stal jeze“‡kem. CCz
[From taxi-driver-GEN self-ACC became cooperative-farmer-INST.]
He went from being a taxi driver to a cooperative farmer.
Byl to takovù ‹as V‡clava Havla. Deset let tomu, co se z disidenta stal prezidentem.
[Was that-NOM such time-NOM V‡clav Havel-GEN. Ten-NOM years-GEN that-DAT,
what-NOM SELF-ACC from dissident-GEN became president-INST.]
That was V‡clav HavelÕs time. ItÕs been ten years since he went from being a dissident
to become president.
Takìe d’ky äpatnùm fotk‡m se z v‡s stal milion‡Þ.
[So thanks-to bad photographs-DAT SELF-ACC from you-GEN became millionaireNOM.]
So thanks to the bad photographs you became a millionaire.
With the verb bùt ÔbeÕwe see only the endpoint of a transformation, the situation in which a
person or object has attained a new state of being. Here is a typical example:
Byla z nich zn‡m‡ dvojka.
[Was from them-GEN famous pair-NOM.]
They were a famous pair.
PÞed deseti lety by nikdo nevžÞil tomu, ìe z tŽ nen‡padnŽ d’vky bude jednou
nejì‡danžjä’ filmov‡ here‹ka.
[Before ten years-INST AUX noone-NOM not-believed that-DAT, that from that
inconspicuous girl-GEN will-be once most-desired movie actress-NOM.]
Ten years ago no one would have believed that that inconspicuous girl would one day
be the most desired movie actress.
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z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE to indicate transformations.
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The preposition z is associated with the following verbs (note that English from often parallels
this association): obvinit/obviËovat z Ôaccuse of, indict forÕ, po-tžäit se z Ôenjoy, derive pleasure
fromÕ, zotavit/zotvovat se z Ôrecover fromÕ, vylou‹it/vylu‹ovat z Ôexclude, remove fromÕ,
vyÞadit/vyÞa“ovat/vyÞazovat z Ôdiscard, remove from serviceÕ, vyobcovat z Ôostracize fromÕ,
exkomunikovat z Ôexcommunicate fromÕ, vymanit/vymaËovat se z Ôextricate oneself fromÕ.12 Here
are a couple examples of how these verbs and z interact:
Kvóli mrakóm by se VenuäanŽ nikdy nemohli tžäit z pohledu na kr‡sy hvžzdnŽ oblohy.
[Due-to clouds-DAT would SELF-ACC Venutians-NOM never could-not enjoy from
view-GEN on beauties-ACC starry sky-GEN.]
Due to the clouds, Venutians could never enjoy a view of the beauty of a starry sky.
John Lennon byl ze äkoly vylou‹en a vžnoval se vùhradnž hran’.
[John Lennon-NOM was from school-GEN expelled-NOM and devoted SELF-ACC
exclusively playing-DAT.]
John Lennon was expelled from school and devoted himself exclusively to playing.

GENITIVE:: A SOURCE 2 Ñ S Ôoff of, down fromÕ, zpod Ôfrom beneathÕ,
and zpoza Ôfrom behindÕ
The three prepositions s Ôoff of, down fromÕ, zpod Ôfrom beneathÕ, and zpoza Ôfrom behindÕ are
all closely related to z ÔfromÕ both in meaning and use.
The preposition s Ôoff of, down fromÕ can be thought of as a version of z specific to surfaces
that serve as source locations.13 S is used only to describe physical removal, and it is always
possible to replace s with z. The following examples show how s is usually used:
J‡ se tu v‡l’m s Honzou po kopc’ch, do kopce fun’m a s kopce se kut‡l’m.
[I-NOM SELF-ACC here roll with Honza-INST along hills-LOC, to hill-GEN puff and
from hill-GEN SELF-ACC roll.]
IÕm bounding about the hills here with Honza, puffing uphill and rolling downhill.
SËal po j’dle mandol’nu se zdi Ñ byla povžäena na zlatŽ lnžnŽ äËóÞe.
[Took-off after meal-LOC mandolin-ACC from wall-GEN Ñ was hung-NOM on gold
flaxen cord-LOC.]
After the meal he took the mandolin from the wall Ñ it was hanging on a flaxen gold
cord.
Spadl jsem se stromu z‡dy na koÞen a p‡teÞ se prolomila dovnitÞ do tžla, takìe doälo k
poruäen’ m’chy.
[Fell AUX self-ACC from tree-GEN back-INST on root-ACC and spine-NOM self-ACC
broke into to body-GEN, to happened to injury-DAT spinal-cord-GEN.]
I fell out of a tree landing on my back on the root and my spine broke inward in my
body, so the spinal cord was injured.
12
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Verbs associated with z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE.
s + GENITIVE: A SOURCE Ôoff of, down fromÕ can always be replaced by z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE.
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However, the tendency is to use z instead of s even in contexts that have the specific meaning
associated with s, as we see in these examples:
Loni v ‹ervenci sesadil Peta Samprase z tenisovŽho trónu.
[Last-year in July-LOC unseated Pete Sampras-ACC from tennis throne-GEN.]
In July of last year he unseated Pete Sampras from the tennis throne.
Ze stžny sund‡v‡ pan’ Kuìelkov‡ obraz v r‡me‹ku.
[From wall-GEN takes-off Mrs. Kuìelkov‡ picture-ACC in frame-LOC.]
Mrs. Kuìelkov‡ takes a framed picture off of the wall.
Zpod Ôfrom beneathÕ is used just as one would expect:14
Hasi‹ zpod tr‡mó vyt‡hl d’tž s pÞeraìenou nohou a mrtvŽho muìe.
[Firefighter-NOM from-beneath beams-GEN pulled-out child-ACC with broken legINST and dead man-ACC.]
The firefighter pulled a child with a broken leg and a dead man out from under the
beams.
V noci byla takov‡ zima, ìe se nedala vystr‹it ani ruka zpod peÞiny, aby neumrzla.
[In night-LOC was such cold-NOM, that self-ACC not-gave stick-out even hand-NOM
from-beneath comforter-GEN, so-that not-froze.]
It was so cold in the night, that you couldnÕt even stick your hand out from under the
comforter without it freezing.
Since seeing and looking are understood metaphorically as visual journeys, it is also possible to
look out from beneath something using the Czech preposition zpod:
Jason neÞ’kal nic, jen se na ni d’val zpod käiltu svŽ baseballovŽ ‹epice.
[Jason-NOM not-said nothing-ACC, just self-ACC on her-ACC looked from-beneath
brim-GEN own baseball cap-GEN.]
Jason didnÕt say anything, he just looked at her from beneath the brim of his baseball
cap.
The preposition zpoza describes motion Ôfrom behindÕ something marked as GENITIVE: A
SOURCE. This preposition can also describe the virtual motion of looking as well as the
movement of sound from a source:15
MalŽ d’tž vykouklo zpoza vozu.
[Small child-NOM peeked-out from-behind vehicle-GEN.]
A small child peeked out from behind the vehicle.

14
15

zpod + GENITIVE: A SOURCE Ôfrom beneathÕ.
zpoza + GENITIVE: A SOURCE Ôfrom behindÕ.
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ÒNem‡m ‹as,Ó ozvalo se zpoza dveÞ’.
[ÒNot-have time-ACC,Ó responded self-ACC from-behind door-GEN.]
ÒI donÕt have time,Ó came the reply from behind the door.

GENITIVE:: A SOURCE 3 Ñ Od Ô(away) fromÕ
When a human being serves as GENITIVE: A SOURCE, you can usually expect to see the
preposition od.16 In this use od + GEN is associated with both k + DAT ÔtoÕ and u + GEN Ôby,
atÕ, which are used when a person is a destination or a location. So when speaking of a person
like lŽkaÞ, one would say: ála jsem k lŽkaÞi [Went AUX to doctor-DAT] ÔI went to the doctorÕ;
Byla jsem u lŽkaÞe [Was AUX at doctor-GEN]; and PÞiäla jsem od lŽkaÞe [Came AUX from
doctor-GEN] ÔI came from the doctorÕs.Õ Here are a few examples of how od is used with
people:
Recept dostanete pouze od lŽkaÞe.
[Prescription-ACC get only from doctor-GEN.]
You can only get a prescription from a doctor.
D’vce se podaÞilo z’skat od matky b’lou halenku a b’lou plizovanou sukni.
[Girl-DAT self-ACC succeeded get from mother-GEN white blouse-ACC and white
pleated skirt-ACC.]
The girl was able to get a white blouse and a white pleated skirt from her mother.
Here is an example of a more metaphorical usage where people are GENITIVE: A SOURCE:
Vìdycky, kdyì ji vid’m v televizi, tak jsem hrdej, ìe je od n‡s, ìe je naäe. (CCz)
[Always, when her-ACC see in television-LOC, then am proud-NOM, that is from usGEN, that is ours-NOM.]
Whenever I see her on television, I am proud that she is from us, that she is ours.
Whenever location is expressed in terms of u ÔbyÕ + GEN (see below under
17
REFERENCE), removal from that place is expressed with od.

GENITIVE:: A

Odstr‹il se ve svŽm poj’zdnŽm kÞesle od stolu.
[Pushed-away self-ACC in own riding chair-LOC from desk-GEN.]
He pushed his chair on wheels away from the desk.
When stable locations are described, od can signal how far something is ÔawayÕ from something
else, as we see here:

16
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od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE ÔfromÕ in the domain of space.
od indicates removal from a location marked as u + GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE.
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V AtlantickŽm oce‡nu, 978 km od Lisabonu a 545 km od bÞehó severn’ Afriky, leì’
Madeira.
[In Atlantic Ocean-LOC, 978-ACC km-GEN from Lisbon-GEN and 545-ACC km-GEN
from shores-GEN northern Africa-GEN, lies Madeira-NOM.]
Madiera lies in the Atlantic Ocean, 978 km from Lisbon and 545 km from the shores of
northern Africa.
If you take some y away from some x, that can imply that the y belongs to the x, and as a
consequence od can signal belonging, particularly of something that can be separated, like a key
from a lock, as in the common expression kl’‹ od domu [key-NOM from house-GEN] Ôthe key
to the houseÕ.18 Here is an example of how this works:
V’no z‡Þilo ve sklenk‡ch od hoÞ‹ice jako krev.
[Wine-NOM glowed in jars-LOC from mustard-GEN like blood-NOM.]
The wine glowed in the mustard jars like blood.
Just as in English we use from to indicate the starting point of a list of things, as in from A to
Z or from soup to nuts, Czech od can also mark the beginning of a range of relevant items,
usually in combination with pÞes + ACC or (aì) po + ACC, as we see in this example:19
V jeden‡cti kapitol‡ch autoÞi pod‡vaj’ n‡stin džjin StarŽho svžta od prehistorie po
sou‹asnost.
[In eleven chapters-LOC authors-NOM present outline-ACC history-GEN Old WorldGEN from prehistory-GEN along present-ACC.]
In eleven chapters the authors present a history of the Old World from prehistoric times
to the present.
Od can be used in the domain of time to express when something begins.20 In this use, od
often appears together with do ÔuntilÕ, as we see in this example:
Aquapark bude dnes i z’tra otevÞen od deseti do dvaceti hodin.
[Aquapark-NOM will-be today and tomorrow open-NOM from ten-GEN to twenty
hours-GEN.]
Today and tomorrow the Aquapark will be open from ten am until eight pm.
Czech can use the verb liäit se ÔdifferÕ with od to express how one thing differs from another
(note that our logic of using English from parallels the Czech use of od), and note also the
expression na rozd’l od [on difference-ACC from] Ôas opposed toÕ:21
Jeden prvek se od druhŽho liä’ v mnoha smžrech.
[One element-NOM self-ACC from other-GEN differs in many directions-LOC.]
One element differs from another in many ways.
18

od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate belonging.
od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate the first item in a series.
20
od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate a time when something begins.
21
liäit se od, na rozd’l od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE Ôdiffer fromÕ, Ôas opposed toÕ.
19
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Na rozd’l od ‹‡pó ‹ernùch absolvuj’ ‹‡pi b’l’ podstatnž delä’ cesty a ‹asto dolet’ aì na
jih Afriky.
[On difference-ACC from storks black-GEN complete storks-white-NOM considerably
longer trips-ACC and often fly up-to to south-ACC Africa-GEN.]
As opposed to black storks, white storks complete considerably longer trips and fly all
the way to the south of Africa.
In metaphorical uses, od, like English from, can identify the source of feelings, as in this
sentence:22
Pozdravuji V‡s od srdce a tžä’m se, ìe V‡s brzy uvid’m.
[Greet you-ACC from heart-GEN and enjoy self-ACC, that you-ACC soon see.]
I greet you from my heart and look forward to seeing you soon.
Various substances can cause our things to be dirty or stained, thus serving as the source of a
laundry or other cleaning challenge, motivating uses like skvrny od krve [stains-NOM from
blood-GEN] Ôblood stainsÕ and the following example:23
R‡no jeätž ‹istž vypranŽ oble‹en’ bylo celŽ od bl‡ta zepÞedu i zezadu.
[Morning still cleanly laundered clothing-NOM was all-NOM from mud-GEN front and
back.]
Even in the morning the freshly laundered clothing was already muddy both front and
back.
The most significant idioms involving od include kreslit/‹rtat od ruky [draw/sketch from handGEN] Ôdraw/sketch free-handÕ, vaÞit od oka [cook from eye-GEN] Ôcook by instinct (without
measuring ingredients)Õ, äpatnž/blbž od ìaludku [bad/stupid from stomach-GEN] Ôsick to
oneÕs stomachÕ. Here are a couple of examples:24
Bylo mi äpatnž od ìaludku a vzadu na jazyku jsem c’tila pachué ìlu‹i.
[Was me-DAT badly from stomach-GEN and in-back on tongue-LOC AUX sensed
aftertaste-ACC bile-GEN.]
I was sick to my stomach and at the back of my tongue I sensed the aftertaste of bile.
Pódorys kuchynž na‹rtnžte od ruky, ale n‡‹rt opatÞete pÞesnùmi rozmžry.
[Plan-ACC kitchen-GEN sketch from hand-GEN, but sketch-ACC provide exact
dimensions-INST.]
Make a free-hand sketch of the kitchen, but provide the exact dimensions with the
sketch.
By itself, od ruky [from hand-GEN] just means that something (usually work) goes well, as we
see in this sentence:
22

od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate the source of feelings and motives.
od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE can indicate a substance that dirties something.
24
Idiomatic uses of od + GENITIVE: A SOURCE.
23
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Radžji si r‡no pÞivstanu, pr‡ce mi jde dopoledne lŽpe od ruky.
[Preferably self-DAT early get-up, work-NOM me-DAT goes morning better from handGEN.]
I prefer to get up early, work goes better for me in the morning.
In both Czech and English we can take a break from something, signalling a separation
understood as if it were a physical separation, as in this example:
Ale jeden den v tùdnu je tÞeba d‡t si volno od norm‡ln’ho ìivota.
[But one day-ACC in week-LOC is necessary give self-DAT free-time-ACC from
normal life-GEN.]
But one day a week it is necessary to give oneself a break from normal life.

GENITIVE: A SOURCE 4 Ñ Withdrawal
In addition to prepositions, some other words trigger the use of GENITIVE: A SOURCE.25 Like the
prepositions, they all indicate motions of withdrawal from the genitive item, whether due to fear
or disgust. Mothers commonly expresse withdrawal using GENITIVE: A SOURCE when they
chastise children by saying Nech toho! [Leave that-GEN!] ÔStop it/Leave that alone!Õ Here is a
table of the words you are likely to encounter, followed by a few examples:
b‡t se

Ôfear, be afraid ofÕ

leknout/lekat se
nabaìit se

vystÞ’hat/vystÞ’h‡vat
se
Ôrefrain from, avoidÕ vy-varovat/
vyvarov‡vat se
Ôbe frightened ofÕ
vzd‡t/vzd‡vat se
Ôget tired ofÕ
za-litovat

ob‡vat se

Ôbe apprehensive ofÕ

ostùchat se
džsit se
pozbùt/pozbùvat
pustit/pouätžt se
stranit se
ät’tit se

Ôbe shy ofÕ
Ôbe terrified ofÕ
ÔloseÕ
Ôlet go ofÕ
ÔavoidÕ
ÔshunÕ

chr‡nit se

za-nechat/
zanech‡vat
stydžt se
zbavit/zbavovat (se)
zdrìet/zdrìovat se
z-hrozit se
zÞ’ci/zÞ’kat se

ÔavoidÕ
Ôescape from, avoidÕ
Ôgive upÕ
Ôregret, be sorry
aboutÕ
Ôrelinquish, leaveÕ
Ôbe ashamed ofÕ
Ôrid (self) ofÕ
Ôabstain fromÕ
Ôbe horrified atÕ
ÔrenounceÕ

Jak to, ìe se Frank boj’ l‡sky, a neboj’ se ìivota?
[How it-NOM, that SELF-ACC Frank-NOM fears love-GEN, but not-fears self-ACC
life-GEN?]
How is it that Frank is afraid of love but is not afraid of life?

25

Words indicating withdrawal can trigger GENITIVE: A SOURCE.
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Pro‹ jsme se vzdali vódcovskŽ pozice ve svžtž?
[Why AUX SELF-ACC gave-up leaderÕs position-GEN in world-LOC?]
Why have we given up our position of leadership in the world?
Bratr zanechal svùch kresl’Þskùch ambic’ a za‹al ps‡t scŽn‡Þe.
[Brother-NOM gave-up own painting ambitions-GEN and began write screeplaysACC.]
Brother gave up his ambitions of becoming a painter and began writing screenplays.
P‡novŽ se vžtäinou chtžj’ zbavit jen svùch tukovùch polät‡Þó na boc’ch a pivn’ch bÞich.
[Men-NOM SELF-ACC primarily want get-rid-of only own fat pillows-GEN on hipsLOC and beer bellies-GEN.]
Men for the most part only want to get rid of their love-handles and beer bellies.
Od poloviny stolet’ Krumlov zvolna pozbùval stÞedovžkŽho charakteru.
[From middle-GEN century-GEN Krumlov-NOM gradually lost medieval characterGEN.]
Beginning in the middle of the century Krumlov gradually lost its medieval character.

GENITIVE:: A GOAL 1 Ñ Do ÔtoÕ

G

As its name suggests, GENITIVE:: A GOAL identifies an item that is approached. Like GENITIVE: A
SOURCE, GENITIVE:: A GOAL is always triggered by a preposition or other word. By far the most
common of all of these is the preposition do ÔtoÕ, which can be applied to the domains of space
and time, as well as metaphorical realms. Here are two examples of how do indicates an
approach in terms of physical space:
Kdyì chci jet do Rakouska, tak jedu.
[When want go to Austria-GEN, then go.]
If I want to go to Austria, then IÕm going.
Jan si stžìuje a used‡ do svŽho kÞesla.
[Jan-NOM self-DAT complains and sits to his armchair-GEN.]
Jan complains and sits down in his armchair.
Note that it doesnÕt matter how long the journey is. In the first example we have a trip to Austria,
but in the second example the ÒtripÓ is only that of JanÕs backside on the way to his chair. What
does matter is how the endpoint of the journey is expressed in Czech. Do can and will be used
whenever the corresponding final location is expressed using v + LOC ÔinÕ. After I have traveled
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to Austria, I can say Jsem v Rakousku [Am in Austria-LOC] ÔI am in AustriaÕ; and after JanÕs
body has traveled to his seat, we can say Jan sed’ v kÞesle [Jan-NOM sits in armchair-LOC] ÔJan
is sitting in his armchair.Õ
Do can indicate the direction of motion even when there is no verb involved as in this
example:
StaÞec otevÞel dveÞe do kuchynž.
[Old-man-NOM opened door-ACC to kitchen-GEN.]
The old man opened the kitchen door.
Do is the antonym of z, and they often appear together, just like English fromÉto:
ÒZ jednoho snu do druhŽho,Ó äeptala si.
[ÒFrom one dream-GEN to another-GEN,Ó whispered self-DAT.]
ÒFrom one dream to another,Ó she whispered to herself.
Although the primary meaning of the verb d‡t is ÔgiveÕ (motivating its use with DATIVE: A
RECEIVER), this verb also serves as an all-purpose equivalent for English put, place. This
secondary meaning of the verb gives life to many uses of the combination d‡t do + GENITIVE:: A
GOAL Ôput in (a place)Õ, which can be used to descibe both the physical placement of objects and
also the metaphorical act of putting things in a certain state (usually that of good order). In this
example of d‡t do a WWII veteran expresses his frustration with the Soviet army when in 1968
this ally turned its aggression on the Czechs:
Vrac’m V‡m väechna vyznamen‡n’ œ‹astn’ka VelkŽ vlasteneckŽ v‡lky a d‡v‡m je do muzea na
pamžé toho, ìe lidŽ, kteÞ’ n‡s osvobodili, stali se naäimi okupanty.
[Return you-DAT all medals-ACC participant-GEN Great Patriotic War-GEN and give themACC to muzeum-GEN on memory-ACC that-GEN, that people-NOM, who-NOM us-ACC
liberated, became self-ACC our occupiers-INST.]
IÕm returning all my medals from the Great Patriotic War and putting them in a museum as a
memorial to the fact that the people who liberated us later occupied our country.
One can also throw oneself into oneÕs work or other activities, and this is done with the same
expression, just by adding se, to form d‡t se do or with pustit se do:
Rozdali karty a pustili se do hran’.
[Distributed cards-ACC and let self-ACC to playing-GEN.]
They dealt out the cards and set about playing.
Physical blows are delivered to oneÕs body or to a part of the body using do as well,
motivating uses like those in the three examples below. This use of do is so well entrenched that
you donÕt even need a verb, as we see in Do hlavy ne! [To head-GEN no!] ÔDonÕt hit me in the
head!Õ
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TÞi holohlavci do nžho kopali, ale nikdo z kolemjdouc’ch mu nepomohl.
[Three skinheads-NOM to him-GEN kicked, but no-one-NOM from passersby-GEN
him-DAT not-helped.]
Three skinheads were kicking him, but none of the passersby helped him.
Vysko‹il a vyuìil pÞ’leìitost, aby Itala kopl do bÞicha.
[Jumped-up and used opportunity-ACC, so-that Italian-ACC kicked to stomach-GEN.]
He jumped up and took advantage of the opportunity to kick the Italian in the stomach.
Dost‡v‡te do drìky? Od koho?
[Get to mouth-GEN? From whom-GEN?]
Do you get slugged in the jaw? By whom?
Other, less violent, items can also be delivered to a personÕs body parts using do + GENITIVE:: A
GOAL, as in this example:
*Jakùsi mlad’k mi strk‡ do ruky modrù pap’rek.
[Some young-man me-DAT sticks to hand-GEN blue paper-ACC.]
Some young man sticks a blue piece of paper in my hand.
The use of do can be extended to metaphorical domains where there is no real movement
involved, as we see in the following examples (but note that the association with v + LOC is
maintained, since that is how the end result is expressed):
Fischer vyhr‡l volby do Sen‡tu s rekordn’ pÞevahou.
[Fischer-NOM won election-ACC to Senate-GEN with record predominance-INST.]
Fischer won election to the Senate with a record lead.
Rusk‡ mafie pronik‡ st‡le hloubžji do evropskùch finan‹n’ch a podnikatelskùch
struktur.
[Russian mafia-NOM penetrates constantly deeper to European financial-GEN and
entrepreneurial structures-GEN.]
The Russian mafia is penetrating ever deeper into European financial and
entrepreneurial structures.
There is a related, though somewhat idiomatic use of do with mluvit ÔtalkÕ which can be used
when you want someone to mind their own business, as in Pros’m tž, do toho nemluv! [Ask youACC, to that-GEN not-talk!] ÔPlease stay out of this!Õ Translation from one language into
another also occasions the use of do, as in this sentence:
Kvalita pÞekladu do mateÞskŽho jazyka bùv‡ zpravidla lepä’, neì kdyì tentùì
pÞekladatel pÞekl‡d‡ do ciz’ho jazyka.
[Quality-NOM translation-GEN to mother tongue-GEN is as-a-rule better-NOM, than
when same translator-NOM translates to foreign language-GEN.]
As a rule the quality of translation into oneÕs mother tongue is better than when the
same translator translates into a foreign language.
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In the domain of time, do can simply treat the timeline as a type of metaphorical space, or it
can indicate a deadline or a time when something ends, as in these examples:26
*Mus’me j’t daleko do minulosti, abychom mohli dókladnžji analyzovat, pro‹
komunistickŽ systŽmy byly neìivotnŽ.
[Must go far to past-GEN, AUX could more-thoroughly analyze, why communist
systems-NOM were inanimate-NOM.]
We have to go far into the past in order to do a more thorough analysis of why the
communist systems were unable to thrive.
*V Praze 13 m‡ do tÞ’ let vyróst rozs‡hlù aquapark.
[In Prague-LOC 13-NOM has to three years-GEN grow-up extensive water-parkNOM.]
An extensive water park is supposed to appear in Prague 13 within three years.
Podle spolupracovn’kó od r‡na do ve‹era tvrdž pracuje.
[According-to co-workers-GEN from morning-GEN to night-GEN hard works.]
According to his co-workers, he works hard from morning til night.
In other realms do can express an extreme limit, comparable to English all the way up to or
to the very, as in this example:27
V’m do posledn’ho nervu, co je jeho œzkost.
[Know to last nerve-GEN, what-NOM is his anxiety-NOM.]
I know to my very last nerve what his anxiety is like.
Do appears in a number of important idioms, such as: bùt nžkomu do pl‡‹e [be someone-DAT to
crying-GEN] Ômake someone feel like cryingÕ, bùt nžkomu do ìertu [be someone-DAT to jokeGEN] Ômake someone feel like jokingÕ, Co je v‡m/ti do toho? [What-NOM you-DAT to thatGEN?] ÔWhatÕs it to you?Õ, do toho se nepletÕ(te) [to that-GEN self-ACC not-weave] ÔdonÕt get
involved/mind your own businessÕ, d‡t nžco do poÞ‡dku/kupy [give something-ACC to orderGEN/heap-GEN] Ôput something in order, fix something upÕ. Here are a few examples:28
ÒTÞeba MaréanŽ,Ó nutil se Prokop zaìertovat, ale opravdu nebylo mu do ìertu.
[ÒMaybe Martians-NOM,Ó forced self-ACC Prokop-NOM joke, but really not-was himDAT to joke-GEN.]
ÒMaybe Martians,Ó Prokop forced himself to make a joke, but he really didnÕt feel like
joking.
Nech to bùt, nepouätžj se do toho, nepleé se do toho Ñ aé to zóstane, jak to je.
[Leave that-ACC be, not-let self-ACC to that-GEN, not-mix self-ACC to that-GEN,
may that-NOM stay, how that-NOM is.]
Leave it be, donÕt get involved in it, donÕt get mixed up in it Ñ let it stay the way it is.
26

do + GENITIVE:: A GOAL means Ôinto, within, untilÕ in the domain of time.
do + GENITIVE:: A GOAL can indicate an extreme limit.
28
Idiomatic uses and verbs associated with do + GENITIVE:: A GOAL.
27
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Nev’te o nžkom, kdo by to tady dal do poÞ‡dku?
[Not-know about someone-LOC, who-NOM ACC this-ACC here give to order-GEN?]
DonÕt you know anyone who could fix this?
Pro‹ nehrajete, pro‹ prostž ned‡te do kupy kapelu, abyste mohli hr‡t?
[Why not-play, why simply not-give to heap-GEN band-ACC, so-that could play?]
Why donÕt you play, why donÕt you just put together a band, so that you can play?
There are a few verbs associated with do that indicate getting into something in a metaphorical
way, such as zamilovat se do Ôfall in love withÕ, d‡t se do Ôset about doing somethingÕ, and pustit
se do Ôset about doing somethingÕ, zapojit se do Ôget involved in somethingÕ.
No a potom jsem se zamilovala do Martina.
[Well and then AUX SELF-ACC fell-in-love to Martin-GEN.]
Well and then I fell in love with Martin.
Te“ se radžji d‡me do j’dla, m‡me uì hlad.
[Now self-ACC rather give to food-GEN, have already hunger-ACC.]
Now letÕs get going with the food, weÕre already hungry.
Do ni‹eho se nechci zapojit.
[To nothing-GEN SELF-ACC not-want get-involved.]
I donÕt want to get involved in anything.
Wishes can be directed toward given times when it is hoped that they will be realized, motivating
the idiomatic use of do with po-pÞ‡t ÔwishÕ, as in this example:
Väem ‹ten‡Þóm džkujeme za pÞ’zeË, kterou n‡m vžnovali v tomto roce a do novŽho roku
pÞejeme mnoho osobn’ch i pracovn’ch œspžchó.
[All readers-DAT thank for goodwill-ACC, which-ACC us-DAT bestowed in this yearLOC and to New Year-GEN wish many personal-GEN and work successes-GEN.]
We thank all our readers for the goodwill they have bestowed on us this year and wish
them much personal and professional success in the New Year.

GENITIVE:: A GOAL 2 Ñ Approach
Two groups of words denote various kinds of approach and are associated with the gentive
case.29 For one group the use of the genitive is mandatory, but for the second group the
accusative case is preferred, and the genitive is relatively bookish, characteristic of LCz. In both
groups significant number of words are prefixed with do-, which like the preposition do,
indicates approach. Many of the verbs on these lists and the list of words meaning withdrawal
above have se, which also helps to motivate the use of the genitive, since verbs with se rarely

29

Some words denoting inclinations and metaphorical approaches require GENITIVE:: A GOAL.
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have accusative direct objects (the only common exceptions are u‹it se ÔstudyÕ and dozvždžt se
Ôfind outÕ).
Words that Require the Genitive
db‡t (‹eho or na co) Ôpay attention to,
have concern forÕ
do‹kat se
Ôwait forÕ
domoci/dom‡hat se Ôdemand, exactÕ
dopustit/dopouätžt
Ôcommit (a bad act)Õ
se
dotknout/dotùkat se ÔtouchÕ
dovolat/dovol‡vat se Ôinvoke, callÕ
doìadovat se
Ôbeg for, demandÕ
drìet se
Ôhold on toÕ
hledžt si
Ôattend toÕ
hodnù
Ôworthy ofÕ
chopit/ch‡pat se
chytit/chytat se
nad‡t se/nad’t se
schopnù

tùkat se

Ôconcern, pertain toÕ

ujmout/uj’mat se

Ôtake up, assumeÕ

v‡ìit si
väimnout/vä’mat si
vy‹kat /vy‹k‡vat

Ôhave respect forÕ
ÔnoticeÕ
Ôwait forÕ

zastat/zast‡vat se

Ôstand up for,
advocateÕ
Ôask, inquireÕ
Ôseize,
take
possession ofÕ
Ôparticipate inÕ

Ôtake hold of, seizeÕ

zeptat/pt‡t se
zmocnit/zmocËovat
se
Ôget caught on, cling zœ‹astnit/
toÕ
zœ‹astËovat se
ÔexpectÕ
ì‡dostivù
ÔcapableÕ

Ôgreedy, eager forÕ

Here are a few examples to illustrate these words in action:
PÞich‡zej’c’ n‡vätžvn’ci m‡vali zakoupenùmi l’stky a doìadovali se vstupu, aby na
vlastn’ o‹i spatÞili uprchlou gorilu.
[Arriving visitors-NOM waved purchased tickets-INST and demanded SELF-ACC
entry-GEN, so-that on own eyes-ACC saw runaway gorilla-ACC.]
The arriving visitors waved the tickets they had purchased and demanded entry so that
they could see the runaway gorilla with their own eyes.
Koncem listopadu se œnosci zmocnili Boeingu 767 let’c’ho z Etiopie do Keni a
pÞesmžrovali ho na KomorskŽ ostrovy.
[End-INST November-GEN SELF-ACC hijackers-NOM seized Boeing 767-GEN
flying-GEN from Ethiopia-GEN to Kenya-GEN, and redirected it-ACC to Comoros
islands-ACC.]
In late November hijackers seized a Boeing 767 flying from Ethiopia to Kenya and
redirected it to the Comoros Islands.
Patrnž pod vlivem zvyäuj’c’ se hladiny hormonó si za‹al vä’mat d’vek.
[Apparently under influence-INST increasing-GEN self-DAT level-GEN hormones-GEN
SELF-ACC began notice girls-GEN.]
Apparently under the influence of increasing hormone levels he started noticing girls.
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Kdosi hr‡l Chopina, aväak vìdy na stejnŽm m’stž se znovu a znovu dopouätžl jednŽ a
tŽìe chyby.
[Somebody-NOM played Chopin-ACC, however always on same place-LOC SELF-ACC
again and again committed one-GEN and same error-GEN.]
Somebody was playing Chopin, but again and again he made one and the same error in
the same place.
Asijsk‡ hospod‡Þsk‡ krize se Spojenùch st‡tó prozat’m dotkla jen okrajovž.
[Asian economic crisis-NOM SELF-ACC United States-GEN for-the-time-being
touched only marginally.]
For the time being the Asian economic crisis has only affected the United States
marginally.
Ptala jsem se Fil’pka, jestli by chtžl bratÞ’‹ka, nebo sestÞi‹ku, ale chce pejska, takìe
nemóìu slouìit. (CCz)
[Asked AUX SELF-ACC Fil’pek-GEN, whether AUX wanted little-brother-ACC, or
little-sister-ACC, but wants doggie-ACC, so cannot serve.]
I asked Fil’pek whether he wants a little brother or a little sister, but he wants a doggie,
so I canÕt help him.
‰eho se tùkaly ty nepÞ’jemnŽ diskuse?
[What-GEN SELF-ACC concerned those unpleasant discussions-NOM?]
What were those unpleasant discussions about?

cenit si
dobùt/dobùvat
dos‡hnout/
dosahovat
po-pÞ‡t
potÞebovat

Verbs that Can Govern the Genitive or the Accusative
ÔappreciateÕ
po-/vy-uì’t/ po-/vy- Ôuse, enjoyÕ
uì’vat; uì’t si
Ôgain, getÕ
poì’vat (LCz)
ÔenjoyÕ
Ôreach, gainÕ
za-ì‡dat
Ôdesire, demandÕ
ÔwishÕ
ÔneedÕ

zneuì’t/zneuì’vat

ÔabuseÕ

Since the use of the genitive with these verbs is more characteristic of LCz than of CCz,
examples tend to have a literary character.30 All of these sentences reflect a style not usually
found in CCz, and some have additional features (such as the use of jenì ÔwhoÕ instead of kterù
and the word jiì ÔalreadyÕ instead of uì) that mark them as LCz.
V poledne dosahuje teplota ‹tyÞiceti stupËó ve st’nu.
[In noon-LOC reaches temperature-NOM forty degrees-GEN in shade-LOC.]
At noon the temperature reaches forty degrees in the shade.
30

Some words denoting inclinations and metaphorical approaches can use either GENITIVE:: A GOAL or ACCUSATIVE:

A DESTINATION.
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K vl‡dnut’ Sadd‡m pouì’v‡ väech moìnùch, ‹asto stalinistickùch, metod.
[To reigning-DAT Saddam-NOM uses all possible-GEN, often stalinist, methodsGEN.]
To maintain his power, Saddam uses all possible methods, often stalinist ones.
Nikdo nev’ pÞesnž pro‹: väichni, kteÞ’ byli pobl’ì, kdyì se jako dvan‡ctilet‡ d’vka
rozhodla uì’vat pro sebe tohoto jmŽna, jiì zemÞeli.
[No-one-NOM not-knows exactly why: everyone-NOM, who-NOM was close, when
SELF-ACC like twelve-year-old girl-NOM decided use for self-ACC that name-GEN,
already died.]
No one knows exactly why: everyone who was close to her when as a twelve-year-old
girl she decided to use that name for herself, has already died.
Vyuì’v‡ transparentnosti lamin‡tó k pÞekvapivùm optickùm œ‹inkóm äperkó-objektó,
jeì jsou zdrobnžlùmi sochami.
[Uses transparency-GEN glass-fibers-GEN to surprising optical effects-DAT jewelsobjects-GEN, which-NOM are miniature sculptures-INST.]
He uses the transparency of glass fibers to produce the surprising optical effects of the
jewel-objects that are miniature sculptures.
Jeden nejmenovanù politik chtžl tŽto situace zneuì’t, aby si udžlal jmŽno.
[One unnamed politician-NOM wanted this situation-GEN abuse, so-that SELF-DAT
made name-ACC.]
An unnamed politician wanted to abuse this situation in order to make a name for
himself.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE 1 Ñ ÔOfÕ, possession, and color

G

In this submeaning the genitive is a whole of which something else is a part.31 This accounts for
all the uses of the genitive that can be translated as ÔofÕ, as well as numerical quantifications
indicating amounts of things.
By far the most common use of the genitive is what we call its Òbare caseÓ usage, where it is
not triggered by any other word.32 In this pristine state the genitive can indicate possessors,
wholes (in relation to parts), and other kinds of ÔhavingÕ relationships that can motivate a
meaning of ÔofÕ.

31
32

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE can indicate ÔofÕ and numerical quantification.
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE means ÔofÕ.
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Perhaps the most basic use of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE is to identify wholes that parts belong to.33
In the physical realm we have parts of discrete objects (feet of mortals and gates of palaces), as
in the first example below. More abstractly one could say that purity is part of the water and
healthy development is part of the carp, as in the second example; and that meaning is part of
forests just as life is part of people, as in the third example. In the domain of time, seasons can be
understood as parts of the year, as illustrated in the fourth example.
Noha oby‹ejnŽho smrteln’ka se nesmžla dotknout bran kr‡lovskŽho pal‡ce.
[Foot-NOM ordinary mortal-GEN self-ACC not-dared touch gates-GEN royal palaceGEN.]
The foot of an ordinary mortal was not allowed to touch the gates of the royal palace.
Pro zdravù vùvin kapró je velmi dóleìit‡ ‹istota vody.
[For healthy development-ACC carp-GEN is very important-NOM purity-NOM waterGEN.]
The purity of the water is very important for the healthy development of carp.
Vùznam lesó pro ìivot lid’ je obrovskù.
[Meaning-NOM forests-GEN for life-ACC people-GEN is enormous-NOM.]
The meaning of the forests for peopleÕs lives is enormous.
Naäe partnerstv’ skon‹ilo na jaÞe minulŽho roku.
[Our partnership-NOM ended on spring-LOC last year-GEN.]
Our partnership ended in the spring of last year.
Since a part belongs to a whole, it can also be thought of as a possession of the whole, and
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE is often used for this meaning, translatable into English with either the
possessive form in Õs, or with of, as in these examples:34
Manìelka britskŽho premiŽra o‹ek‡v‡ ve svùch pžta‹tyÞiceti letech ‹tvrtŽ d’tž.
[Wife-NOM British Prime-Minister-GEN expects in own forty-five years-LOC fourth
child-ACC.
The British Prime MinisterÕs wife is expecting her fourth child at the age of forty-five.
*‰lenovŽ svžtovŽho vùkonnŽho org‡nu by nemuseli bùt vyb’r‡ni podle toho, z jakŽ
zemž poch‡zej’.
[Members-NOM world executive body-GEN AUX not-had-to be chosen-NOM
according-to that-GEN, from what country-GEN come.]
The members of a world executive body would not have to be chosen according to what
country they are from.

33
34

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE

expresses parts ÔofÕ wholes.
expresses possession.
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*Vùstava svžtozn‡mŽho mal’Þe Alfonse Muchy byla otevÞena v Prostžjovž.
[Exhibit-NOM world-famous painter Alfons Mucha-GEN was opened-NOM in
Prostžjov-LOC.]
An exhibit of the world-famous painter Alfons Mucha opened in Prostžjov.
Metaphorical expressions of possession are also possible, as we see in this example:
Naäel jsem ìenu svŽho srdce.
[Found AUX woman-ACC own heart-GEN.]
I found the woman of my heart.
Images and jobs are also possessions of a sort, and again the Czech
corresponds to English of, as we see in these two examples:

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE

Kdyì jsem jim ukazoval obr‡zek c’saÞe Karla a jeho manìelky Zity, asi si mysleli, ìe
jsem bl‡zen.
[When AUX them-DAT showed picture-ACC emperor Karel-GEN and his wife ZitaGEN, probably self-DAT thought, that am crazy-person-NOM.]
When I showed them a picture of the emperor Karel and his wife Zita, they probably
thought I was crazy.
D‡nsk‡ kr‡lovna v‡m prù v ìertu nab’dla m’sto dvorn’ho äaäka.
[Danish queen-NOM you-DAT allegedly in joke-LOC offered position-ACC court
jester-GEN.]
The Danish queen allegedly offered you the position of court jester as a joke.
Of course the Czech GENITIVE:: A WHOLE shares much of the range of meanings of English of,
namely belonging to a category, being of a type.35 Here are some examples:
Muzeum vlastn’ sb’rky textilu, fotografi’, a zemždžlskŽho n‡Þad’ a n‡‹in’.
[Museum-NOM owns collections-ACC textiles-GEN, photographs-GEN, and
agricultural tools-GEN and implements-GEN.]
The museum owns collections of textiles, photographs, and agricultural tools and
implements.
Rusko je zem’ paradoxó, kter‡ nesn‡ä’ a sou‹asnž bezmeznž obdivuje väe, co je ciz’.
[Russia-NOM is land-INST paradoxes-GEN, which-NOM not-endures and at-same-time
endlessly admires everything-ACC, what-NOM is foreign-NOM.]
Russia is a land of paradoxes that cnnot endure yet at the same time endlessly admires
everything foreign.

35

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE

expresses membership in a category.
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ZvùäenŽ odpaÞov‡n’ povrchu tžla vyvol‡v‡ pocit chladu.
[Increased evaporation-NOM surface-GEN body-GEN produces feeling-ACC coolnessGEN.]
Increased evaporation of the bodyÕs surface produces a feeling of coolness.
Czech characteristically uses the GENITIVE:: A WHOLE to describe colors of objects, using the
logic of the English phrase a horse of a different color:36
Zvl‡ätž vysoko jsou cenžny kvžty pupurovŽ a levandulovŽ barvy a vóbec nejvùäe kvžty
modrŽ barvy.
[Especially highly are valued-NOM flowers-NOM purple-GEN and lavender colorGEN and entirely most-highly flowers-NOM blue color-GEN.]
Purple and lavender flowers are especially highly valued, and most of all blue flowers.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE 2 Ñ Events, idioms, and chains
The items that participate in an event (subject, object, action) share a common bond, a special
relationship. In English this relationship is expressed by of, and in Czech by the GENITIVE:: A
37
WHOLE. In this first example, the event is setkaly se džti Ôthe children metÕ, which is reduced to
setk‡n’ džt’ [meeting-NOM children-GEN] Ôthe meeting of childrenÕ. This event links the
action setk‡n’ ÔmeetingÕ to the subject džti ÔchildrenÕ:
*V Praze se uskute‹nilo setk‡n’ džt’, kterŽ se narodily pomoc’ asistovanŽ reprodukce Ñ
ze zkumavky.
[In Prague-LOC self-ACC took-place meeting-NOM children-GEN, who-NOM selfACC were-born help-INST assisted reproduction-GEN Ñ from test-tube-GEN.]
In Prague there was a meeting of children who were born with the help of assisted
reproduction Ñ from a test-tube.
In this next example, the event is Jozef Jaä’k poj’dal ävestkovŽ knedl’ky ÔJozef Jaä’k ate plum
dumplingsÕ, and the phrase poj’d‡n’ ävestkovùch knedl’kó Ôeating of plum dumplingsÕ reduces
it to a relationship between the action poj’d‡n’ ÔeatingÕ and the object ävestkovŽ knedl’ky Ôplum
dumplingsÕ:
*Jozef Jaä’k se stal v’tžzem letoän’ VelkŽ ceny Vizovic v poj’d‡n’ ävestkovùch
knedl’kó, kdyì jich bžhem hodiny spoÞ‡dal 123.
[Jozef Jaä’k-NOM self-ACC became victor-INST this-yearÕs Grand prize-GEN VizoviceGEN in eating-LOC plum dumplings-GEN, when them-GEN during hour-GEN
consumed 123-ACC.]
Jozef Jaä’k became the victor of this yearÕs Vizovic plum-dumpling eating Grand Prize
when he polished off 123 of them in an hour.

36
37
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GENITIVE:: A WHOLE

describes color.
indicates participation in an event.
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The common greeting Co je novŽho? [What-NOM is new-GEN?] ÔWhatÕs new?Õ is an idiomatic
use of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE.38 As the following examples show, GENITIVE:: A WHOLE can be used
this way with a variety of words related to co ÔwhatÕ, including cosi ÔsomethingÕ, nžco
ÔsomethingÕ, and nic ÔnothingÕ:
To väe je pro nžho cosi ciz’ho.
[That all-NOM is for him-ACC something-NOM foreign-GEN.]
For him all that is something foreign.
Tady je poäta docela nžco neobvyklŽho ve svžtž samoty.
[Here is mail-NOM altogether something-NOM unusual-GEN in world-LOC isolationGEN.]
Here in the world of isolation mail is something altogether unusual.
Vid’m jen tmavŽ stžny. Nic pÞ’vžtivŽho.
[See just dark walls-ACC. Nothing-NOM welcoming-GEN.]
I see just dark walls. Nothing welcoming.
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the genitive is the one case that can be repeated
to form chains.39 It is specifically the GENITIVE:: A WHOLE in its bare case usage that makes this
posible. Here is a chain of four consecutive genitive items:
*Databanka ‹eskùch ÒnejÓ pelhÞimovskŽho Muzea rekordó a kuriozit ‰eskŽ
republiky uì eviduje rekordy v nejróznžjä’ch kategori’ch a discipl’n‡ch, ale nejvyää’
‰ech v n’ chyb’.
[Databank-NOM Czech ÒmostsÓ-GEN PelhÞimov Museum-GEN records-GEN and
curiosities-GEN Czech Republic-GEN already has-on-file records-ACC in most-varied
categories-LOC and disciplines-LOC, but tallest Czech-NOM in it-LOC is-missing.]
The databank of Czech ÒmostsÓ of the PelhÞimov Museum of Records and Curiosities
of the Czech Republic already has on file records in all kinds of categories and
disciplines, but the tallest Czech is missing in it.
Strings of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE are not unusual in Czech, and unfortunately they often translate
into clumsy trails of of in English.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE 3 Ñ Trigger words and phrases
Several dozen words and phrases regularly behave like prepositions triggering the use of
40
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE in Czech. Nearly all of these words and phrases have meanings that
include English of. These words and phrases are encountered very often in Czech, and are well
worth learning. The following table is a collection of the most common words and phrases
associated with GENITIVE:: A WHOLE:
38

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE in idiomatic expressions.
The chaining capacity of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE.
40
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE can be triggered by many words and phrases.
39
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formou

Ôin the form ofÕ

prostÞednictv’m

koncem
na b‡zi

Ôat the end ofÕ
Ôon the basis ofÕ

äkoda
uprostÞed

na dnž
na konto

Ôon the bottom ofÕ
Ôon account ofÕ

uvnitÞ
v centru

na pokraji
na principu

Ôon the brink ofÕ
Ôon the principle ofÕ

v duchu
v mez’ch

na œ‹et
na œjmu
na œkor

Ôon the account ofÕ
Ôto the detriment ofÕ
Ôto the detriment ofÕ

v oblasti
v próbžhu
v r‡mci

na œseku
na vrcholu
na z‡kladž
n‡sledkem
po str‡nce
po vzoru

Ôfor the space ofÕ
Ôat the height ofÕ
Ôon the basis ofÕ
Ôas a result ofÕ
Ôwith respect toÕ
Ôfollowing
the
pattern ofÕ
Ôunder the heading
ofÕ
Ôunder the name ofÕ

v roli
v zastoupen’
v‹etnž
ve formž
ve sfŽÞe
ve smyslu

Ôby means of,
throughÕ
Ôa waste ofÕ
Ôin the middle of,
amongÕ
Ôinside ofÕ
Ôin the center,
downtown ofÕ
Ôin the spirit ofÕ
Ôwithin the bounds
ofÕ
Ôin the field ofÕ
Ôin the course ofÕ
Ôin the framework
ofÕ
Ôin the role ofÕ
Ôon behalf ofÕ
ÔincludingÕ
Ôin the form ofÕ
Ôin the sphere ofÕ
Ôin the sense ofÕ

vinou

Ôdue toÕ

z hlediska

Ôfrom the point of
view ofÕ
Ôat the beginning ofÕ

pod hlavi‹kou
pod jmŽnem
pod veden’m
pod z‡ätitou
pomoc’

Ôunder
t h e za‹‡tkem
leadership ofÕ
Ôunder
t h e z‡sluhou
protection ofÕ
Ôwith the help of, by ze stanoviska
means ofÕ

Ôas a result ofÕ
Ôfrom the point of
view ofÕ

Some of these entries are the instrumental forms of words (and themselves conventionalized
examples of INSTRUMENTAL : A MEANS): formou Ôin the form ofÕ n‡sledkem Ôas a result ofÕ,
pomoc’ Ôwith the help of, by means ofÕ, prostÞednictv’m Ôby means of, throughÕ, and most of the
rest are prepositional phrases (or result historically from prepositional phrases) using na, v, and
po + LOCATIVE: A PLACE, pod + INSTRUMENTAL:: A LANDMARK, or z + GENITIVE: A SOURCE. Here
are some examples to give you a feeling for how these words and phrases are used:
Jihokorejsk‡ firma Daewoo se ocitla na pokraji bankrotu.
[South-Korean company-NOM Daewoo-NOM SELF-ACC appeared on brink-LOC
bankruptcy-GEN.]
The South Korean Daewoo company found itself on the brink of bankruptcy.
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Jste na vrcholu kariŽry, m‡te väechno, o ‹em vžtäina lid’ jen sn’.
[Are on height-LOC career-GEN, have everything-ACC, about what-LOC majorityNOM people-GEN only dreams.]
You are at the height of your career, you have everything that most people only dream
about.
Soud ho uznal vinnùm Ñ na z‡kladž velmi spornùch svždectv’ Ñ a vyÞkl nejtžìä’ trest:
äibenici.
[Court-NOM him-ACC recognized guilty-INST Ñ on basis-LOC very questionable
testimonies-GEN Ñ and pronounced harshest punishment-ACC: gallows-ACC.]
The court found him guilty Ñ on the basis of very questionable testimonies Ñ and
pronounced the harshest sentence: the gallows.
Jejich sou‹asn‡ karma je n‡sledkem minulùch ìivotó.
[Their present karma-NOM is result-INST past lives-GEN.]
Their present karma is a result of their past lives.
JednotlivŽ apar‡ty jsou pomoc’ r‡diovùch vln propojeny s po‹’ta‹em.
[Separate devices-NOM are help-INST radio waves-GEN connected-NOM with
computer-INST.]
Separate devices are connected with the computer by means of radio waves.
Cestou v pustinž uprostÞed skal se ozvaly vùstÞely a mikrobus zastavil.
[Trip-INST in desert-LOC among cliffs-GEN SELF-ACC resounded shots-NOM and
minivan-NOM stopped.]
On the trip in the desert shots rang out among the cliffs and the minibus stopped.
Vóbec netuä’te, jak‡ bouÞe se odehr‡v‡ uvnitÞ mŽho tžla.
[Not-at-all not-suspect, what storm-NOM SELF-ACC takes-place inside my bodyGEN.]
You have no idea what kind of a storm is brewing inside my body.
Sem nemaj’ pÞ’stup ì‡dn’ cizinci v‹etnž novin‡Þó.
[Here not-have entrance-ACC no foreigners-NOM including journalists-GEN.]
No foreigners, including journalists, can come in here.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE 4 Ñ Amounts
A part of a whole can be interpreted as an amount of the whole.41 In this use, the gentive is
viewed as a set of objects or as a substance, and portions of the genitive item are measured out.
This accounts for the use of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE with numerals, with words meaning ÔaddÕ,
ÔsubtractÕ, ÔfullÕ, ÔenoughÕ, as well as what we call ÒpartitiveÓ uses.
Numerals come in many types. There are integers, fractions, and indefinite numerals such as
kolik Ôhow manyÕ, nžkolik ÔseveralÕ, trochu ÔsomeÕ, tolik Ôso manyÕ, mnoho Ômany/muchÕ, m‡lo
41

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE expresses quantification with numerals and other quantifiers.
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Ôfew/littleÕ, v’ce/v’c ÔmoreÕ, mŽnž/m’Ë ÔfewerÕ. There are also many other words indicating
amounts, like p‡r Ôa coupleÕ, Þada Ôa lotÕ, nedostatek ÔlackÕ, dost ÔenoughÕ, and hojnost
ÔabundanceÕ which behave just like numerals. Here is a sampling of quantifiers with GENITIVE::
AWHOLE:
Strù‹ku, nedal bys mi mili—n dolaró, abych mžl nžco do za‹‡tku?
[Uncle-VOC, not-gave AUX me-DAT million-ACC dollars-GEN, so-that had
something-ACC to start-GEN?]
Uncle, wonÕt you give me a million dollars so that I will have something to start out
with?
Mnoho cizincó ìij’c’ch dlouhodobž v ‰eskŽ republice se probudilo do novŽho roku a
zjistilo, ìe v zemi pobùvaj’ ileg‡lnž.
[Many foreigners-GEN living-GEN long-time in Czech Republic-LOC SELF-ACC
awoke to new year-GEN and discovered, that in country-LOC reside illegally.]
Many foreigners who had lived in the Czech Republic for a long time woke up on New
YearÕs day to discover they were residing in the country illegally.
PotÞebujete v’c ìivota a m’Ë politiky.
[Need more-ACC life-GEN and less-ACC politics-GEN.]
You need more life and less politics.
Otec vóbec nesn‡äel nedostatek aktivity.
[Father-NOM not-at-all not-endured lack-ACC activity-GEN.]
Father could not endure lack of activity at all.
J‡ m‡m dost sebedóvžry a smžlosti.
[I-NOM have enough-ACC self-confidence-GEN and daring-GEN.]
I have enough self-confidence and daring.
V dobž ìeleznŽ byla zalesnžna tŽmžÞ polovina suchŽho zemskŽho povrchu.
[In age iron-LOC was forested-NOM almost half-NOM dry EarthÕs surface-GEN.]
In the iron age almost half of the EarthÕs dry land was forested.
In the following two examples, note that the quantifiers (Kolik and tis’ce) and the quantified
(novùch vžc’ and jich) do not have to appear in sequence in a sentence; the case endings do the
job of making the connection clear:
Kolik ty zase vid’ä novùch vžc’!
[How-many-NOM you-NOM again see new things-GEN!]
How many new things you are seeing!
Byly jich tis’ce a gener‡l je väechny bžhem nžkolika mžs’có vyzbrojil a vycvi‹il.
[Were them-GEN thousands-NOM and general-NOM them all-ACC during several
months-GEN armed and trained.]
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There were thousands of them and the general armed and trained them all in the course
of a few months.
Any container can likewise serve to quantify the amount of matter it can hold, motivating the use
of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE to mark objects and substances when triggered by words designating
containers, as in these examples:
Pohledn‡ d’vka pod‡v‡ str‡ìcóm budovy l‡hev äampanskŽho.
[Pretty girl-NOM hands guards-DAT building-GEN bottle-ACC champagne-GEN.]
A pretty girl hands a bottle of champagne to the building guards.
Kdosi pÞin‡ä’ koä’k buchet a jinù zase z venkova taäku jitrnic.
[Someone-NOM brings basket-ACC sweet-buns-GEN and other-NOM again from
country-GEN bag-ACC sausages-GEN.]
One person brings a basket of sweet buns and another brings a bag of sausages from the
country.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE 5 - Implied amounts
There are some words that do not designate an amount themselves, but imply that an amount is
involved (often translatable into English as ÔsomeÕ); these words have meanings relating to
increasing, decreasing, and being or becoming full.42 Czech uses GENITIVE:: A WHOLE with these
words because they imply the manipulation of an amount of something. Here is a table of these
words, grouped into words meaning ÔincreaseÕ or ÔdecreaseÕ, the adjective meaning ÔfullÕ, verbs
of consumption in na- se that mean Ôget oneÕs fill ofÕ, and verbs of consumption in pÞe- se that
mean Ôget too much ofÕ.
Words implying amounts
Verbs meaning ÔincreaseÕ or ÔdecreaseÕ
dodat/dod‡vat
ÔaddÕ
pÞidat/pÞid‡vat
ÔaddÕ
ubùt/ubùvat
ÔdecreaseÕ
Adjective meaning ÔfullÕ: plnù
Verbs of consumption in na- se
nabumbat se (CCz) Ôget a drink ofÕ
nadùchat se
Ôbreathe in a
quantity ofÕ
nalokat se
Ôbreathe in a
quantity ofÕ
nap’t se
Ôget a drink ofÕ
naìrat se
Ôeat enough ofÕ
(animal or vulgar)
Verbs of consumption in pÞe- se
pÞecpat se
Ôoverstuff oneselfÕ
42
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pÞibùt/pÞibùvat
ubrat/ub’rat

ÔincreaseÕ
ÔreduceÕ

nacpat se
na‹ichat se

Ôstuff oneselfÕ
Ôsmell a quantity ofÕ

naj’st se

Ôeat enough ofÕ

napapat se (CCz)
nasytit se

Ôeat enough ofÕ
Ôget enough ofÕ

pÞesytit se

Ôget too much ofÕ

is used with words that imply amounts.
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pÞej’st se

Ôeat too much ofÕ

pÞeìrat se

Ôeat too much ofÕ
(animal or vulgar)

The verbs in the first group are used in constructions that lack a subject, so the verbs themselves
have the ÒdefaultÓ neuter third-person singular agreement (in other words, they behave as if the
subject were ono ÔitÕ). The item that is increasing or decreasing is marked GENITIVE:: A WHOLE.
Here are a few examples of this construction:
Mnoz’ lidŽ tedy ztratili v’ru v politiky: ubylo i ob‹anó ochotnùch veÞejnž se angaìovat.
[Many people-NOM consequently lost faith-ACC in politicians-ACC: decreased also
citizens-GEN willing-GEN publicly SELF-ACC engage.]
As a result, many people lost faith in politicians, and the number of citizens willing to
become publicly engaged also decreased.
Je tohle dóvod, pro‹ skautó ubùv‡?
[Is that-NOM reason-NOM, why scouts-GEN decreases?]
Is that the reason why there are fewer and fewer scouts?
Po‹et telefon‡tó na policii se nesniìuje, pÞibùv‡ anonymó.
[Number-NOM phone-calls-GEN to police-ACC SELF-ACC not-decreases, increases
anonymous-callers-GEN.]
The number of phone calls to the police is not decreasing, and the number of anonymous
callers is increasing.
Note that not all verbs meaning ÔincreaseÕ or ÔdecreaseÕ use the G E N I T I V E:: A WHOLE
construction. In the last example above the verb sniìovat se ÔdecreaseÕ appears with a subject
marked NOMINATIVE: A NAME.
The use of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE with the adjective plnù ÔfullÕ parallels our own use of English
of with full. In Czech this association has spawned an idiomatic expression m’t nž‹eho plnŽ zuby
[have something-GEN full teeth-ACC] Ôbe fed up with something (literally Ôhave oneÕs teeth
full of somethingÕ)Õ. Here are some examples of both plnù and this idiom:
Tak Þeknžte Ñ nen’ ta ‹eätina pln‡ skvžlùch barvitùch slov a obraznùch r‹en’?
[So say Ñ not-is that Czech -NOM full-NOM terrific colorful words-GEN and
figurative sayings-GEN?]
So say Ñ isnÕt Czech full of terrific colorful words and figurative sayings?
Mžl jsem plnŽ zuby œnavnŽho a nav’c bezvùslednŽho jedn‡n’ s œÞedn’ky, tak jsem äel
rovnou za starostou.
[Had AUX full teeth-ACC tiresome-GEN and furthermore fruitless negotiation-GEN
with officials-INST, so AUX went straight beyond mayor-INST.]
I was fed up with tiresome and furthermore fruitless negotiations with officials, so I
went straight to the mayor.
The prefix na- can indicate that something is done in quantity; when it and se are added to verbs
describing taking substances into the body (by breathing, drinking, or eating), the resulting word
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meansÔget oneÕs fill ofÕ (or even too much of) and the substance that is consumed appears as
GENITIVE:: A WHOLE. The following examples illustrate these verbs:
Nechcete se nap’t pramenitŽ vody z naä’ vlastn’ studny?
[Not-want self-ACC drink spring water-GEN from our own well-GEN?]
DonÕt you want to take a drink of spring water from our very own well?
Mamin‹inùch vdole‹kó s jahodovou marmel‡dou se nikdy nemohu nasytit.
[MotherÕs doughnuts-GEN with strawberry jam-INST self-ACC never not-can getsated.]
I can never get enough of momÕs strawberry jam doughnuts.
Muì v NovodvorskŽ ulici se nadùchal zplodin, ale lŽkaÞi se podaÞilo jej zachr‡nit.
[Man-NOM in Novodvorsk‡ Street-LOC self-ACC inhaled waste-products-GEN, but
doctor-DAT self-ACC succeeded him-ACC save.
A man on Novodvorsk‡ Street inhaled a lot of waste products, but the doctor managed
to save him.
The prefix pÞe- always indicates that a line has been crossed, in this case the upper limit of what
oneÕs belly can hold. All of the verbs with pÞe- se in our table above refer to overeating, and as
we saw for the na- se verbs, the item that is consumed is marked as GENITIVE:: AWHOLE. Here is
an example:
Po ve‹eÞi, kdy jsme se pÞejedli œstÞic, n‡s ‹ekala tžìk‡ noc s velkùmi bolestmi bÞicha.
[After dinner-LOC, when AUX self-ACC over-ate oysters-GEN, us-ACC waited hard
night-NOM with great pains-INST stomach-GEN.]
After a dinner at which we ate oysters to excess, a hard night with great stomach pains
awaited us.
Sometimes an amount can be implied even when there is no word suggesting a quantity. 43 In
these instances, the amount is either a small amount, equivalent to English some, or an
unexpectedly large amount, equivalent to a lot. The use of GENITIVE:: A WHOLE to designate
small amounts is archaic for most words in Czech. It used to be possible to encounter phrases
like Dej mi vody [Give me-DAT water-GEN] ÔGive me some waterÕ, but this kind of usage is
now unusual even in LCz; in CCz one would say instead Dej mi vodu [Give me-DAT waterACC] or Dej mi trochu vody [Give me-DAT some-ACC water-GEN]. There are two important
exceptions, however: chlŽb ÔbreadÕ and sùr ÔcheeseÕ. For these two words the use of GENITIVE:: A
WHOLE to mean ÔsomeÕ is very common, and in CCz the genitive forms chleba and sejra have
practically eclipsed the nominative and accusative forms, so that you hear only chleba and sejra
as subjects and direct objects in all contexts, even when there is no implication of an amount.
Here are is an example to illustrate:

43

By itself, GENITIVE:: A WHOLE can express small or large amounts.
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Podala mu vody, chleba.
[Gave him-DAT water-GEN, bread-GEN.]
She gave him some water and some bread.

GENITIVE:: A WHOLE can also be used to indicate unusually large numbers of objects, as we
see in this example:
Väude bylo pžknùch holek, radost pohledžt!
[Everywhere was pretty girls-GEN, joy-NOM look!]
There were so many pretty girls everywhere, it was a joy to look at them!

GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE 1Ñ Dates and other reference points

G

In the fourth and final meaning of the genitive, the focus of our attention is located near the
genitive item, from which it is separated.44 This combination of proximity and separation allows
the genitive to serve as a reference point in various domains of time, and space, or to represent an
item that is not available. In the domain of time, the most obvious use of the GENITIVE:: A
45
REFERENCE is with dates, which serve as temporal reference points for events:
Pojistka mi skon‹’ patn‡ctŽho ledna.
[Insurance-NOM me-DAT ends fifteenth-GEN January-GEN.]
My insurance runs out on January 15th.
Dnes je sedmn‡ctŽho Þ’jna.
[Today is seventeenth-GEN October-GEN.]
Today is October 17th.
In addition to calendar dates, Czech can use
periods that act as settings:

GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE

to refer to other time

Slibuju V‡m, ìe budu letoän’ho roku Vaä’ nejpilnžjä’ a nejhodnžjä’ ìa‹kou.
[Promise you-DAT, that will-be this year-GEN your most-diligent and best-behaved
student-INST.]
I promise you that this year I will be your most diligent and best behaved student.

44
45

GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE serves as a reference point in time and space , and for expressions of lack.
The use of GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE to express dates in the domain of time.
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Otec byl toho dne neklidnù.
[Father-NOM was that day-GEN not-calm-NOM.]
Father was not calm that day.
Sch‡z’me se pravidelnž kaìdŽho pólroku uì asi pžt let.
[Meet self-ACC regularly every half-year-GEN already five-ACC years-GEN.]
WeÕve been meeting regularly every six months for about five years already.
When a time period is alluded to by mentioning phenomena or people connected with a given
era, za + GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE Ôduring the time ofÕ locates the event of a sentence in the
proximity of the associated time period.46 Common examples of this use of za include za v‡lky
[during war-GEN] Ôduring the warÕ and za komunistó [during communists-GEN] Ôduring the
communist era (literally Ôduring the time of the communistsÕ)Õ. Here are a couple of
contextualized examples:
Za minulŽho reìimu tžlesnž postiìen’ lidŽ zóst‡vali Òschovan’Ó.
[During previous regime-GEN bodily sticken people-NOM remained Òhidden-NOMÓ.]
During the previous regime handicapped people were kept ÒhiddenÓ.
Dnes je u n‡s situace horä’ neì za komunistó.
[Today is by us-GEN situation-NOM worse-NOM than during communists-GEN.]
Today our situation is worse than it was during the communist era.
The preposition bžhem + GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE is a more all-purpose equivalent of English
during and can be used with all kinds of words to mark temporal reference points, as we see in
these examples:47
Vžzni maj’ bžhem pr‡ce pÞ’snž zak‡z‡no oslovit kolemjdouc’.
[Prisoners-NOM have during work-GEN strictly forbidden address passersby-ACC.]
Prisoners are strictly forbidden to talk to passersby when they are working.
V roce 1971, bžhem bojó o nez‡vislost BangladŽäe, situaci jeätž zhoräila vlna uprchl’kó.
[In year-LOC 1971, during battles-GEN for independence-ACC Bangladesh-GEN,
situation-ACC yet worsened wave-NOM refugees-GEN.]
In 1971, during the battles for an independent Bangladesh, a wave of refugees made the
situation even worse.
Jak se zmžnila tato zemž bžhem jednoho stolet’?
[How SELF-ACC changed that country-NOM during one century-GEN?]
How has that country changed in the course of a century?
Over a dozen prepositions locate items in space with reference to GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE as
being near, alongside, around, next to, etc.48 Many of these prepositions operate in other
domains, such as time (especially kolem ÔaroundÕ) or concepts (dle, podle Ôaccording toÕ).
46
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bl’zko
daleko
dle
kolem
kromž
m’sto
nedaleko

ÔnearÕ
Ôfar fromÕ
Ôaccording toÕ
ÔaroundÕ
ÔexceptÕ
Ôinstead ofÕ
Ônot far fromÕ

okolo
pobl’ì
podŽl
podle
u
vedle
vnž

ÔaroundÕ
ÔnearÕ
ÔalongÕ
Ôaccording toÕ
Ônear, by, atÕ
Ônext toÕ
Ôoutside ofÕ

The following examples display some of the range of these prepositions:
JiÞ’ Bartoäka je dle svùch vlastn’ch slov drogovž z‡vislù.
[JiÞ’ Bartoäka-NOM is according-to own own words-GEN on-drugs dependent-NOM].
According to his very own words, JiÞ’ Bartoäka is addicted to drugs.
Ûez se vede kolem ucha, aby byly jizvi‹ky nen‡padnŽ, kóìe se vypne a pÞebyte‹n‡ je
odstranžna.
[Cut-NOM SELF-ACC leads around ear-GEN, so-that were scars not-obvious-NOM,
skin-NOM SELF-ACC draws-tight and excess-NOM is removed-NOM.]
The cut goes around the ear so that the scars wonÕt be obvious, the skin is drawn tight
and the excess is removed.
Kdyì chtžj’ nakoupit maso, jezd’ na farmu nedaleko Toronta Ñ je tam prù asi o dva
dolary levnžjä’.
[When want buy meat-ACC, ride to farm-ACC not-far-from Toronto-GEN Ñ is there
allegedly about by two dollars-ACC cheaper-NOM.]
When they want to buy meat, they go to a farm not far from Toronto Ñ it is supposedly
about two dollars cheaper.
SamozÞejmž se väe za‹ne to‹it okolo d’tžte a jeho potÞeb.
[Of-course SELF-ACC everything-NOM will-begin revolve around child-GEN and his
needs-GEN.]
Of course everything will begin to revolve around the child and his needs.
Obrovskù meteorit dopad‡ pobl’ì severn’ho p—lu.
[Enormous meteorite-NOM will-hit near North Pole-GEN.]
The enormous meteorite will hit the ground near the North Pole.
Pracovala jsem tehdy v obchodž vedle tetovac’ho sal—nu a dostali jsme darem od äŽfa
pouk‡zky na tetov‡n’.
[Worked AUX then in shop-LOC next-to tatoo parlor-GEN and received AUX giftINST from boss-GEN coupons-ACC for tatooing-ACC.]
At the time I was working in a shop next to a tatoo parlor and we got free tatoo coupons
from the boss.
48
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In addition to these basic meanings, some of these prepositions are used in metaphorical
extensions, so that for example okolo can be used for approximations (much as around is used in
this way in English), and vedle can mean Ôin addition to, aside fromÕ, as we see in these
examples:
Jej’ kon’‹ek ji stoj’ okolo patn‡cti set korun mžs’‹nž.
[Her hobby-NOM her-ACC costs around fifteen hundred crowns-GEN monthly.]
Her hobby costs her around fifteen hundred crowns a month.
Vedle angli‹tiny zn’ hojnž i nžm‹ina.
[Next-to English-GEN sounds plentifully also German-NOM.]
In addition to English, German is heard a lot.
The preposition u Ônear, by, atÕ has both a spatial meaning and an idiomatic one that indicates
location at someoneÕs place. Here are some examples of both uses:
Nejradžji used‡m u hoÞ’c’ho krbu a poslouch‡m muziku.
[Most-gladly sit by burning hearth-GEN and listen music-ACC.]
I like best of all to sit by a burning hearth and listen to music.
V posledn’ dobž se prudce zvùäil po‹et kr‡deì’ v autech zaparkovanùch u lesa.
[In latest time-LOC self-ACC sharply increased number-NOM thefts-GEN in cars-LOC
parked-LOC by forest-GEN.]
Recently there has been a sharp rise in the number of thefts from cars parked near the
forest.
Tati, mysl’ä, ìe bych u tebe moh pÞespat? (CCz)
[Daddy-NOM, think, that AUX by you-GEN could sleep-over?]
Daddy, do you think I could sleep over at your place?
The meaning of Ôat someoneÕs placeÕ can be extended to include much larger entities than a
single household. In this sentence u n‡s [by us-GEN] literally means something like Ôin our
countryÕ:
Dnes je u n‡s situace horä’ neì za komunistó.
[Today is by us-GEN situation-NOM worse-NOM than during communists-GEN.]
Today our situation is worse than it was during the communist era.
Attributes and parts of items can be conceived of as located ÔatÕ items, motivating uses of u
like the following:
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PÞ’sluän’ci elity u pÞ’rodn’ch n‡rodó tÞeba vóbec neumžj’ ‹’st a ps‡t.
[Members-NOM elite-GEN by primitive nations-GEN perhaps entirely not-know-how
read and write.]
ItÕs possible that members of the elite of primitive nations donÕt even know how to read
or write.
Location ÔatÕ something can imply that people are engaging in an activity normally associated
with an item. Here the participants are not just located near some beer, but most likely enjoying
heated discussion while drinking in a pub:
Muìi džlaj’ r‡di politiku u piva, ale konkrŽtn’ vžci nech‡vaj’ na n‡s.
[Men-NOM do gladly politics-ACC at beer-GEN, but concrete things-ACC leave for usACC.]
Men like to conduct politics over beer, but they leave the concrete things to us.

GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE 2 Ñ Lack
As we have already seen above under GENITIVE:: A WHOLE, the genitive case in Czech is
associated with quantification.49 Taken to its logical extreme, the notion of separation
characteristic of GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE would imply absolute separation and inaccessibility,
here interpreted as negative quantification, or lack. Note that separation does not necessarily
imply non-existence, it just means that we arenÕt in contact with the genitive item.
The most common way for Czech to express ÔlackÕ with GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE is by using
the preposition bez ÔwithoutÕ.50 Here are some examples of how this preposition is used:
ChutÕ zel’ jeätž zlepä’ hroznovŽ v’no bez jadŽrek.
[Flavor-ACC cabbage-GEN further improves grapes-NOM without seeds-GEN.]
Seedless grapes will further improve the flavor of the cabbage.
‰esk‡ spoÞitelna by bez pomoci st‡tu jiì neexistovala.
[Czech savings-bank-NOM AUX without help-GEN state-GEN already not-existed.]
The Czech Savings Bank would not exist anymore without the stateÕs help.
Bodyguard pod‡v‡ svŽmu chr‡nžnci bal’‹ek fotografi’ a on je bez mrknut’ oka
podepisuje.
[Bodyguard-NOM hands own ward-DAT packet-ACC photographs-GEN and he-NOM
them-ACC without batting-GEN eye-GEN signs.]
The bodyguard hands his ward a packet of photographs and he signs them without
batting an eye.
This use of GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE to indicate ÔlackÕ is also associated with negated verbs,
and therefore sometimes called Òthe genitive of negationÓ.51 In modern Czech the genitive of
49

GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE can express lack.
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negation survives primarily in a few fixed phrases like Nem‡m slov [Not-have words-GEN] ÔI
have no words (I am tongue-tied)Õ, Nemohl dechu popadnout [Not-could breath-GEN catch]
ÔHe couldnÕt catch his breathÕ, and Nen’ divu [Is-not surprise-GEN] ÔThatÕs no surpriseÕ.
Ocassionally GENITIVE:: A REFERENCE can still be found, more often in LCz texts than in CCz
conversation. Here are a few examples:
Jenom V‡s pros’m, abyste opravdu nikde a nikomu ni‹eho neÞ’kal.
[Just You-ACC ask, so-that really nowhere and no-one-DAT nothing-GEN not-said.]
IÕm just asking you to really not say anything to anyone anywhere.
Ve Vaäem l’stku nen’ ani slova o tom, vžÞ’te-li mi.
[In your letter-LOC is-not even word-GEN about that-LOC, believe-whether me-DAT.]
There isnÕt even one word in your letter about whether you believe me.
Nen’ vlastnž dóvodó, abychom pÞ’ät’ch dvacet let neìili kr‡snž.
[Is-not actually reasons-GEN, so-that next-GEN twenty-ACC years-GEN not-lived
beautifully.]
ThereÕs actually no reason why we shouldnÕt live well for the next twenty years.

Epilogue
The word genitive is related to generation and genesis, and all these words are derived from a
Latin root meaning Ôgive birthÕ. Indeed giving birth is the means by which living creatures such
as ourselves serve as sources for more of our kind. The genitive is used for a variety of
maneuvers and manipulations involving removal, withdrawal, and locating an item in reference
to another. The genitive case is also very concerned with quantity, be it positive or negative, as
well as with the measure of time. Against the backdrop of the genitive we have seen repeatedly
that physical space is often used as a metaphor for understanding time and other domains
(including the elusive realm of the emotions) Ñ this is a theme that will continue throughout the
book, since the dative, accusative, instrumental, and locative all have spatial meanings that are
likewise used in metaphorical extensions. Many of the concepts associated with the genitive case
are familiar from the conceptual structure of English; even the ideas that strike us as foreign
make sense in the overall structure of the genitive case, because even though the genitive is quite
complex, all the parts fit together to make a coherent whole. Understanding the whole helps you
orient to the individual meanings of the genitive because you have a structure to relate those
meanings to. Even if you donÕt memorize all the meanings right off, you will now have a ÒfeelÓ
for the genitive, and youÕll be surprised how well your new-found intuitions will serve you.

